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Perivlhyh 

Sto; suvsthma tw:n proqevsewn th:ß mesaiwnikh:ß eJllhnikh:ß, mporei: na; 

diakrivnei kanei;V duvo strwvmata` e{na palaiovterwn kai; e{na 

metagenevsterwn proqevsewn.  JH crhvsh kai; tw:n duvo eijdw:n ejxetavzetai se; 

eijdika; corpora, ajpo; ta; oJpoi:a diafaivnetai mia; safh;V shmasiologikh; 
diaforopoivhsh` oiJ newvtereV proqevseiß e[coun, genikav, topikh; shmasiva, 

ejnw:/ oiJ palaiovtereV stadiaka; periorivzontai sth;n ajpovdosh ajfhrhmevnwn 

ejnnoiw:n – me; th;n prou ∂povqesh o{ti uJpavrcoun newvtera uJpokatavstata 

sta; oJpoi:a mporou:n na; metadwvsoun th;n topikhv touV crhvsh.  

 
1. The new generation of prepositions  
The older (Schwyzer 1950:436-533) prepositions like uJpov are being 
replaced by newer, ‘improper’ ones like kavtw, which once were just 
adverbs and now take objects (and are increasingly compounded – as 
even some old ‘proper’ ones are: ejpavnw eijß, para; ajpov).  The 
question arises: are there semantic differences between the two sets? 
 
2. The Medieval usage of improper (= newer) Prepositions  
I have examined the use of the ‘improper’ prepositions in seven 
Medieval texts (see bibliography): a[ntikru, guvrw/, ejmprovß(qen), 
ejnantivon/-a, ejntovß, ejnwpivon, e[xw(qen), (ej)pavnw(qen), e[sw(qen), (aj-
/uJpo)kavtw(qen), kontav, kuvklw(qen), mavkroqen, mevsa/-on, 
plhsivon, ojpivsw/-qen. The results were: 
 
(a) In 90% of instances (451 out of 502), these newer prepositions 
were used in spatial senses.  
(b) The newest ones (e.g. guvrw/, kontav, kuvklw/) were only spatial. 
(c) Of the non-spatial 10% (51 instances), 19 instances were of mevson, 
and they could be explained as due to the preexisting use of mevson as 
a noun in many abstract senses. Interestingly, the new preposition ajna; 
mevson 'between', in my corpus, was only spatial. 
(d) Many other non-spatial examples can be ‘explained away’ as taken 
from Biblical style (and, in turn, from Hebrew). E.g. Sphrantzes 
(XVIII.8): tivmioß ejnantivon kurivou occurs verbatim in Ps. 115.16, 
where it translates the original hw:hoy: yn'y('b%; rqfyf (Ps.116.15). 
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3.The Medieval  usage of ‘proper’ (= older) prepositions  
I have also analysed the use of older prepositions (ajmfiv, ajnav, ajntiv, 
ejk/ejx, ejn, ejpiv, katav, parav, periv, prov, provß, suvn, uJpevr, uJpov) in 
Porphyrogenitus’ De Administrando Imperio, and I found that their 
use was as follows: 
 

Spatial: 689         Non-spatial: 1308 
 
Furthermore, none of these old prepositions had only spatial senses, 
while some had only non-spatial senses. The use of the old 
prepositions is therefore the counterpart of the use of the new 
prepositions: old prepositions are largely restricted to non-spatial 
senses – the senses that the ‘young’ prepositions cannot express. 
Bearing in mind the influence of archaising styles, the picture is 
remarkably coherent. Macroscopic exceptions are eijß/sev and ajpov 
(secondarily, giav and mev). However, these had no newer synonyms – 
and they had a special status, being the only simplex prepositions that 
could appear as the second element of compound prepositions.  
 
4. The pattern of replacement 
Let us group ‘proper’ prepositions according to:  
-  whether they had a synonym (for their spatial sense); 
-  whether that synonym was new or old (because, if the latter, it was 

therefore already endowed with non-spatial senses, unlike the 
newer prepositions). 

 
Group A – old Ps with new replacements (for their spatial sense) 
 
ajnav ›  (aj-/ej)pavnw(qen) 

ajntiv › ejmprovs(qen/-tav), ejnavntia/-on,  ejnwvpion, a[ntikru   
periv › (tri)guvrw(qen), kuvklw/(qen) (also for ajmfiv)  
prov ›  ejmprovs(qen/-tav), ejnavntia/-on, ejnwvpion, ajntikruv  
uJpevr › (aj-/ejp)avnw(qen) 
uJpov ›  (uJpo)kavtw(qen) 
 
Group B – old prepositions replaced (in their spatial sense) by both 

old prepositions and new ones  
 
There were prepositions (e.g. ejk) whose spatial sense was now 
expressed by newer rivals (ejxw(qen), ejktovs(qen)) but which (unlike 
those in the previous group) had also been supplanted by other old 
prepositions (ajpov). The latter ones (like ajpov) had no new substitutes 
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themselves, and so retained spatial senses. As a result, ejk (non-spatial 
in almost 3/4 of occurrences) was also used as lofty equivalent of ajpov. 
All the prepositions which had been replaced (even partly) by ajpov, eijß 
or mev, and had therefore come to be used as old-fashioned synonyms 
for them, can be expected to have some of the spatial meanings that 
eijß, ajpov and mev retained. This occurs with: 
 
ejn ›  ejntovß, e[sw(qen), mevson but also eijß  
ejpiv ›  ejpavnw(qen)/ajpavnw(qen) but also eijß 
parav ›  plhsivon, kontav but also (in a different sense) eijß 
suvn ›  mev and metav 
 
Group G – old prepositions replaced (in their spatial sense) by both 

old and new ones - but not entirely: 
 
katav › in the sense of ‘down(wards)’  › kavtw, and in the sense of 

‘to(wards)’ › eijß. Yet, katav remained, used in its other 
spatial sense, ‘in the region of’, because that meaning was 
not in the semantic range of kavtw or eijß.  

provß › was also largely but not entirely replaced by eijß: the spatial 
sense of ‘towards, somewhere near’ was not in eijß, and 
made provß (like katav) not entirely dispensable. 

 
Group D –  old prepositions for which no (recent or equally old) 

spatial replacement was available at all 
 
These were ajpov, diav (giav), eijß (sev); they retained both spatial and 
non-spatial senses throughout their history, and have therefore not 
been examined here. 
 
 
5. Conclusions: 

(a) Old prepositions with no (new or old) rivals (e.g. ajpov) retained 
their spatial senses (as well as their non-spatial ones);    

(b) Old prepositions with a new substitute (e.g. uJpevr) shed their 
spatial senses, 'unloading' them onto the new forms (e.g. ejpavnw); 

(c) The same was done by the old prepositions (e.g. parav) that had 
been replaced by both a new form (kontav) and by another old but 
‘unrivalled’ form – that therefore retained spatial sense (ejn). However, 
they can be found used as archaic/learned equivalents of the latter, and 
therefore with its spatial meanings; 
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(d) Old prepositions (e.g. katav) that had only a partial 
replacement (of whatever age), lost the spatial meanings that could be 
expressed by a substitute but retained the spatial senses that nothing 
else in the system could express;  

(e) All old prepositions kept their non-spatial senses, because new 
prepositions could not have them; old prepositions lost their spatial 
senses according to whether (and to the extent to which) they had a 
newer substitute that could ‘take over’ that spatial meaning. 
 
Thus, the first meaning of new prepositions was usually or primarily 
spatial – the newest prepositions (e.g. guvrw/) were clearly only spatial 
– while the old prepositions (that once had both spatial and abstract 
meanings) were gradually restricted to abstract meanings (and if they 
developed new senses, these could only be abstract). 
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